A non-ideal connection of mechanical assembly with linear assembling interface is firstly considered in the coupling dynamic stiffness identification by applying the second scheme of indirect inverse substructuring analysis. The experimental model of the mechanical assembly is designed, and the interface is then discretized equivalently as ideal point-coupling for testing the frequency response functions (FRFs) involved in the scheme. As the results of the experimental study, applying the scheme is verified to be feasible for the stiffness identification of a mechanical assembly with linear connection, and the identified stiffness approaches to be stable with increase of the number of discretized points.
Introduction
Complex electro-mechanical products are generally assembled by a number of parts or components in terms of design specifications. Conventional quality inspection of mechanical assembly is primarily concentrated on its 'static quality' criterions, such as tolerances and or size-coordination, [1, 2] etc. However, the dynamic quality of the products, e.g., vibration, noise and stability, is often contributed directly by the 'dynamic quality' of the mechanical assembly, which is supposed to be inspected supplementarily in estimating the assembly quality.
The dynamic characteristics of assembling interface or connecting parts dominates the dynamic quality of a mechanical assembly. Determining the characteristics or identifying the dynamic stiffness as one of the characteristics of mechanical connections or joints is always paid lots of attentions. For instances, Majid [3] used inverse conduction coupling to consider the model of mechanical joint as 'point-mass connection' and identified the dynamic characteristics of connection by combining tested frequency response functions (FRFs) with FEM; Targeting at the difficulty of modeling structural connecting dynamic property by pure theoretical analysis, Damjan and Miha [4] tried to identify the dynamic flexibility of beam with bolt-connections; Hwang [5] studied the parameter identification modeling of structural connections based on FRFs, and eliminated the low precision resulted from high sensitive modes, which avoids the defect of establishing the model of 'mass-damping-stiffness' matrices in modal analysis. Summarily, these theories or methods belong to "positive problem" by use of dynamic substructuring analysis, and need predetermined dynamic parameters, resulting in large amount of computations, complicated process, and thus both accuracy and efficiency are to be enhanced.
In view of the existing problems mentioned above, Lim proposed FRF-based inverse substructuring method [6] and applied to vibro-response analysis of vehicle system [7] . It belongs to the inverse issue of structural dynamic analysis -using tested FRF-spectra at system level to 'inversely find' the dynamic characteristics of substructures and their coupling interface(s) or connection(s). Either modal tests and computations or modification by statistical approaches are thus avoided. It is so-called 'direct scheme of inverse substructuring analysis', simply called 'direct scheme'. Lu Guangqing applied it firstly to the dynamic characteristic analysis of transportation packaging systems [8] and computed the dynamic stiffness of the packaging unit-of-coupling [9] . In addition, the inverse substructuring analysis of mechanical assembly was also carried out [10] , including using the coupling dynamic stiffness of the assembly [11] and eigenvalues of assembling matrix [12] as the quantitative criterions for dynamic quality estimation of a mechanical assembly, respectively. Considering testing operational limitation of the direct scheme in engineering application, five 'indirect schemes of inverse substructuring analysis', simply called 'indirect scheme') were established [13] to identify the coupling dynamic stiffness of mechanical assembly. In the literature, their theoretical completeness is validated by analytical simulations, the feasibility and effectiveness of the first indirect scheme were additionally verified by an experimental model of the mechanical assembly with "point-coupling" interface of connection.
Targeting at the second indirect scheme, this study designs an experimental model of mechanical assembly with linear connection, which is one of commonly-used non-ideal coupling interfaces. The connection of the model is equivalently discretized into a number of 'point-couplings' at first. Then, the feasibility of the scheme in identifying the coupling dynamic stiffness of the assembly with linear connection is verified by experimental study. This work is further to provide a basis for engineering application of the scheme.
The second indirect scheme identifying the coupling dynamic stiffness
A mechanical assembly system with discrete couplings can be analyzed by the equivalent model of two-level substructures, i.e., 'substructure A-coupling connection-substructure B', as shown in Fig. 1 . The two substructures A and B are considered as the two components of mechanical assembly respectively. Where, the discrete couplings are denoted by and , and the external input force of excitation on component B and the output response of dynamic displacement on component A are denoted by and . The FRF from the excitation to the response on the coupling system of assembly is denoted by , called FRF at system level, while the FRFs from excitations to responses on the non-coupling components A and B are denoted by and , respectively. And the coupling dynamic stiffness of the assembly is represented as . They are generally in form of a matrix.
In terms of substructural analysis, the FRF spectral matrices of the model before and after assembly have the following relations [7] : VIBROENGINEERING PROCEDIA. OCTOBER 2018, VOLUME 20 , , ,
where, -1 represents inverse operation of matrix, = +1( = ) or −1( = ), = +1( = ) or −1( = ), and is the coupling dynamic stiffness matrix. In terms of the equality of the entries on both sides of Eq. (1), if choosing the same numbers of ( , ), ( , ) and ( , ), then five indirect schemes of inverse substructuring analysis for determining coupling dynamic stiffness of mechanical assembly can be derived [13] , where, the second scheme is expressed as:
Eq. (3) shows that the difficulty of testing FRFs on the connection of assembly can be avoided. Its analytical completeness has been validated in literature [13] . Applying Eq. (3) to identify the stiffness of mechanical assembly needs 6 FRF-matrices totally, including that at component level before assembly, , , , and , and one at system level after assembly, 
Experimental model of mechanical assembly with linear connection
In order to verify the feasibility of applying the second indirect scheme to identify the coupling dynamic stiffness, , of mechanical assembly, here designs an experimental model of mechanical assembly with linear connection, as shown in Fig. 3 All the FRF-entries involved in the second indirect scheme of Eq. (3) are tested by "point-viro-excitation to point-displacement-response" on the components with linear connection. Therefore, the coupling interface of the connection must be discretized to be equivalently to 'point-to-point connections'. Consequently, the coupling interface of the linear connection in-between components A and B is divided into two, three, four, five and six segments. There are mono-, bi-, tri-, quad-and pent-coupled 'point-to-point connections' on the interface, correspondingly. By vibro-excitation tests, all the FRF-matrices of Eq. (3) are obtained respectively in these five cases of experimental models with "point-coupling connection" in free state. The point-distributions of vibro-excitation and displacement response are shown in Fig. 4 , correspondingly, and the testing frequencies are set in 0-300 Hz. 
Experimental results
After testing all the entries of the 6 FRF-matrices involved in Eq. (3) in the above five cases of "point-to-point connections" on the experimental model of mechanical assembly with linear connection, the matrix of the coupling dynamic stiffness of the assembly is computed by Eq. (3) for the cases, respectively. The mean module spectra, | ( )|, of diagonal entries of the matrix, ( is the ordinal number of coupling points), in the five cases are plotted in Fig. 5 , which is amplified in range of 130-170 Hz, as shown in Fig. 6 .
To show the differences of the identified stiffnesses, here takes the average of the mean | ( )| ( = 1, 2, …, 5) in the five cases as a reference, denoted by | ( )|. The relative errors, , of the five cases in full testing frequency range (0-300 Hz) are computed by:
where = 400 is the number of discrete frequencies. The computed is listed in Table 1 . It can be seen that:
(1) The identified stiffnesses in the five cases are on the same order of magnitude, which is about 10 7 N/m and on the order of the steel stiffness, as shown in Fig. 5 . This verifies that discretizing the linear connection of the coupling interface into "point-to-point connections" equivalently and applying the second indirect scheme to identify the stiffness of mechanical assembly is feasible in practice.
(2) Fig. 6 shows that the identified stiffness draws close to be stable with increase of the number of discretized points, close up to their average stiffness of the five cases.
(3) Table 1 shows that, for the experimental model in this study, discretizing its linear connection into four equivalent "point-to-point connections" results in the minimum relative error ( = 2.2 %) to the average of the five cases. This illustrates implicitly that there exists probably an optimum number of discrete points for a specific mechanical assembly.
Conclusions
In order to apply the second indirect scheme of inverse substructuring analysis to identify the coupling dynamic stiffness of mechanical assembly with non-ideal connection, an experimental model with linear connection in-between the two components involved in the assembly is designed. Its connection is equivalently discretized into "point-to-point connections" in five cases at first. Then, the stiffness is computed by the scheme using the FRF-matrices tested by vibro-excitation. As the results of the experimental study, the scheme is firstly verified to be feasible in engineering application to the assembly with linear connection. With increase of the number of discretized points, the identified stiffness approaches to a stable value, e.g., the average of the five cases in this study. For the designed experimental model, four discrete points result in minimum relative error to the average. This means implicitly that an optimum number of discretizing the non-ideal connection of a mechanical assembly exists probably and is to be investigated further in detail next.
